		
		ISDR

1) Henceforth the SDR Rx shall be called ISDR in honour of our students of Indian Institute of Hams and they are the motivators for this project.

2) Our students wanted to dabble (experiment) with SDR and the simplest SDR happens to be SoftRock40 as guided by our Elmers. (Elmer is a senior ham who takes up the mantle of being a friend, guide, philosopher and above all a teacher). Now the website of SoftRock40 declares that the kits are no longer available, how sad!

3) Our IIH students forced/pleaded with us and finally we had to give in to their demands and start to learn, how nice!!! And the result is ISDR. 

4) ISDR is electrically compatible with SoftRock40.

5) ISDR is a typical QRP 40mtr Rx covering a small portion of 40 mtr band and the centre frequency of operation is 7056KHz a la SoftRock40.The Frequency coverage depends upon the Personal Computer Soundcard and the Maximum coverage happens to be +/- 24 KHz using the best soundcard. Normal plain vanilla (Computerspeak) soundcards give only +/- 8KHz coverage! Pleases note that we are not software engineers nor are we soundcard specialists so we do not wish to be involved directly in any discussions in these matters.

6) ISDR works on 12Volts battery just like any of our HF equipments.

7) Antenna connector is a standard UHF connector which is called SO239. Please use a  HalfWave Dipole antenna or better antenna for best performance.

8) ISDR outputs P & Q channels to be connected to Personal Computer. Even though internationally these outputs are called I and Q we shall call them P and Q in honour of our Bharat Electonics Ltd Engineers who had made the Digital Receiver in Circa 1980 and called these outputs P and Q.

9) P and Q outputs are connected to Mike input . Mike input is Stereo whereas as Pand Q are mono jacks. One mtr long cable to connect P and Q to Mic-in shall be supplied.

10) Now SoftRock 40 recommends PowerSdr software from Flex Radio to be used. And as per the relevant posts we need to use version 1.4.5beta2 or higher and to be very honest we could not make this work at all as this has too many beautiful features means too much code! So we are using a simple QRP software called Rocky which needs  only 7MB !
 
 11) Rocky is a free software and is specially designed for Softrock40 that means it is IDEAL for us.

 12) Some Computerspeak now - Rocky needs are as follows -
	Pentium 4 or better processor,
	250MB Ram or more,
	Windows XP OS, it does not work on Old versions of Windows like 98 etc.
	soundcard with accessible MIC in and SPKR out.

13) When using Rocky the only problem seems to be MIC in port ,as most of the Personal Computers are shipped with Mic-in port muted!!! We need to unmute this otherwise Rocky does not work! 

14) Present status.
 a) We are waiting for professional glass epoxy Pcb
 b) Due to huge response waiting for new boxes.
 c) All components are procured for 100 qty. There are no special components.

15) Short list of components -
 a) Transistors bc547,bel368
 b) Diodes 1n4148
 c) 78L05 regulator,
 d) ICs 74HC00, 74HC74
 e) 10 mm Toroids
 As you can see we have not used any hard to get components and the cost of all components including the box is coming to a little over Rs650=00 and as usual fully assembled and tested Rx shall be given away at Rs650=00 and outstation requests need to add the postage pls.

 16) Who are we - vu2dev and vu2vnk with a lot of support from vu2ali  

    

